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Abstract—This article addresses the design of a low-cost syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) for a single dedicated application,
namely illegal vessel detection, which can be implemented using a
small satellite and is characterized by reduced transmit power and
high resolution. Minimum requirements in terms of noise equiv-
alent sigma zero and resolution that ensure acceptable detection
performance are derived on the basis of ship statistics extracted
from TerraSAR-X data. One peculiarity of the design is that a pulse
repetition frequency much smaller than the nominal Doppler band-
width is selected to increase the swath width beyond the classical
SAR limitation without using digital beamforming, as the azimuth
ambiguities can be tolerated for this specific application. Several
design examples of SAR systems operating in X-band demonstrate
the potential of this concept for small ship monitoring over swaths
of 50–90 km with antennas smaller than 0.6 m2 and very low average
transmit powers comprised between 20 and 80 W.

Index Terms—Azimuth ambiguities, high-resolution wide-swath
imaging, ship detection, small satellites, synthetic aperture radar
(SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) systems provide high-
resolution, 2-D images independently from daylight, cloud

coverage, and weather conditions, and are ideal to monitor
dynamic processes on the Earth surface in a reliable, continuous,
and global way [1].

In order to cope with the demand for high image quality, most
state-of-the-art SAR systems are sophisticated and costly with
large antennas onboard of heavy spacecrafts [2]. On the other
hand, small satellites have been developed in recent years with
the goal to address Earth observation applications in a rapid
and affordable manner. The global space industry is thus rapidly
changing, with the rise of a large number of emerging companies,
belonging to the so-called NewSpace sector [3]–[5].

Among the realm of SAR applications, maritime surveillance
is very important for security and safety applications, as well
as because of the growing interest for a sustainable exploitation
of the sea resources by controlling illegal fishing activities. The
capability of detecting ships from traditional SAR systems has
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been investigated in a number of studies [6]–[20]. Furthermore,
some countries like New Zealand are considering the use of
dedicated spaceborne SAR systems for the surveillance of their
exclusive economic zone [21].

The article addresses the design of a low-cost SAR for a
single, dedicated application, namely ship monitoring, that can
be implemented using a small satellite, characterized by low
average transmit power and ideally by a small antenna, which
is one of the key elements that impact the spacecraft mass and
cost [22].

As a consequence of the low transmit power, the system
sensitivity, i.e., the noise equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), will
be much worse compared to the traditional SAR systems.
Moreover, reducing the antenna size will allow improving the
azimuth resolution at the expense of a worse NESZ and reduced
achievable unambiguous swath.

As for the specific application, it is important to note that ships
usually show up in the SAR images as individual pixels or groups
of pixels which are very bright compared to their surroundings.
Furthermore, azimuth ambiguities of the ships appear in known
positions and will be recognized as such rather than considered
as distinct ships [23], [24]. This suggests that one could choose a
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) much smaller than the nominal
Doppler bandwidth and increase the swath beyond the classical
SAR limitation imposed by the resolution, thus guaranteeing a
shorter revisit time, from which this application would signifi-
cantly benefit.

On the basis of the considerations above, we follow an
application-driven design, where the main imaging requirements
(NESZ, spatial resolution, and swath width) are determined
from the main application requirements; i.e., the minimum size
of the ships of interest, the probability of detection (PD), the
probability of false alarm (PFA), and the observation frequency;
and are used as a starting point for the design of the low-cost SAR
system. This approach is sketched in Fig. 1. Here it is important
to stress that the severely increased NESZ level makes the ship
detection problem much more challenging and calls for specific
considerations and that, due to the use of a PRF much lower
than the nominal Doppler bandwidth, the specific SAR system
design criteria will differ from those adopted in the conventional
case.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II
the minimum NESZ and resolution, required to detect ships of a
given minimum size with a desired PD and PFA, are derived
in closed form. For their derivation, TerraSAR-X data with
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Fig. 1. Application-driven approach for the design of a low-cost SAR for
continuous ships monitoring.

ships are exploited to empirically characterize the statistical
distribution of the intensity of the pixels occupied by a ship. As a
wide imaging swath is another requirement for surveillance ap-
plications, the exploitation of a new “ambiguous” SAR concept
with a PRF much smaller than the nominal Doppler bandwidth is
discussed in Section III. In Section IV, the design principles for
such an ambiguous SAR concept and several design examples
in X-band with small antennas and low average transmit powers
are presented. Finally, Section V concludes the article.

II. IMAGE QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR SHIP DETECTION

Following the application-driven approach depicted in Fig. 1
as a first step, we present an original derivation of the minimum
image quality requirements in terms of NESZ and resolution
necessary to ensure the detection of ships of a given minimum
size with a desired PD and PFA in the following.

Following the main application requirements, we assume that
we want to monitor ships of a given minimum size within a
given area of interest. As in [25], we classify ships in three
different classes based on their length l: 1) small ships with
l ≤ 25 m; 2) medium ships with 25 < l ≤ 150 m; and 3) large
ships with 150 < l ≤ 400 m. It is expected and assumed that
for high-resolution SAR images characterized by an area of the
resolution cell

Acell = δa δrgr (1)

being δa the azimuth resolution and δrgr the ground-range res-
olution, the ship will occupy more than one resolution cell. If
Aship is the ship area, the number of resolution cells occupied
by the ship is given by

ncell = Aship/Acell . (2)

Practical requirements call for very low values of PFA< 10−9

[26] with the aim of reducing the costs of the authorities that
should identify specific vessels and their activity within the area
of interest. The PFA can also be expressed as the number of false

Fig. 2. Comparison of the empirical PDF of two patches of TerraSAR-X data
in stripmap mode (blue markers) and spotlight mode (red markers) before and
after adding the noise with the theoretical PDF of only noise (green curve) for
an NESZ = –8 dB.

alarms per million of km2. This quantity will be linked to the PFA
later on in Section II-C. Regarding the PD, in many situations,
an effective monitoring of the illegal ships is missing and values
of PD in the order of 0.5 are deemed as acceptable, as they
would represent a significant improvement with respect to the
state of the art [21]. Finally, the required observation frequency
will drive the swath width.

The minimum NESZ and resolution necessary for the de-
tection of a ship of a given size also depend on the detection
algorithm. We exploit a simple, conservative detection approach
that is effective for our noisy scenario and allows deriving the
main SAR system parameters. More sophisticated detection
algorithms, also including approaches where raw data are pro-
cessed in a different way, can be of course applied to the acquired
data and might further improve the performance.

For the detection problem, we model the complex focused
SAR images as the sum of three main signal components: 1)
the signal backscattered from the ships; 2) the sea clutter; and
3) the thermal noise. The last two components represent the
disturbance.

A. Disturbance and Ship Characterization

In conventional SAR systems with low values of NESZ (i.e.,
NESZ ≤ –18 dB) the sea clutter is the dominant component
of the disturbance and a number of studies [27]–[29] have
been dedicated to model it. In contrast, for systems with low
transmit power, the thermal noise could become the dominant
component. This was shown in [21] by simulation assuming
K-distributed sea clutter. We have extracted different patches of
sea clutter from single-look TerraSAR-X focused data acquired
in both stripmap mode (with nominal resolution of 3 m × 3 m)
and spotlight mode (with nominal resolution of 1 m × 2 m)
corresponding to different sea state conditions, added white
Gaussian noise, and observed that the sea clutter component
of the disturbance in most cases can be neglected for NESZ ≥
−8 dB. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the empirical PDF of two
different patches before and after adding noise (NESZ= –8 dB),
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the empirical PDF of the intensity of the extracted ships from TerraSAR-X data in stripmap mode and the theoretical lognormal distribution
for (a) large ships, (b) medium ships, and (c) small ships.

with the corresponding negative exponential distribution of only
noise (both axes are displayed in log scale).

As can be observed, there is a close match between the
theoretical PDF of noise and the empirical PDF of the sea clutter
data after adding the noise.

Moreover, the distribution can be better characterized by
estimating the noise variance from the data rather than using
the nominal NESZ.

The next step is the characterization of the ships in single-look
focused SAR images, which appear as very bright features
because of the effect of multiple corner-reflector-like bounces
between the ship and the sea and among the ship’s metallic struc-
ture. Rather than resorting to models, we extract different types
of ships from single-look TerraSAR-X images to empirically
characterize their intensity distribution. The dataset contains
about 500 ships in horizontal–horizontal (HH) and vertical–
vertical (VV) polarizations, with incidence angles ranging from
22° to 40°. The ship class was determined by estimating the
ships’ length from the images. The same approach can be used
to design systems at different wavelengths by using different
ship statistics, which can be extracted from data of sensors with
the desired wavelength and resolution.

Different distributions were fitted to the intensity data and the
lognormal distribution, also in agreement with [21], was shown
to provide the best fit

pI (I) =
1

I
√
2πV

exp

[
− (ln I − β)2

2V

]
(3)

where β and V are the mean and the variance of ln I being ln(·)
the natural logarithm and I the pixel intensity. Fig. 3 shows the
empirical PDF of the intensity of ships in stripmap mode of all
the three classes with the corresponding lognormal distribution
fitting. In Table I the estimated parameters of the lognormal
distribution, i.e.,

β̂=
1

N

N∑
i = 1

ln (Ii) V̂ =
1

N

N∑
i = 1

ln(Ii)
2−

[
1

N

N∑
i = 1

ln (Ii)

]2

(4)
and the mean value and standard deviation of the ship intensity
in dB are reported for all the three ship classes (for the small
one the parameters are also provided for very-high-resolution

TABLE I
SHIP PARAMETERS FOR ALL THREE SHIP CLASSES AND DIFFERENT

ACQUISITION MODES/RESOLUTIONS

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the ship detection technique.

spotlight data). As expected, we observe that the mean value
and the standard deviation increase moving from small ships
to large ships. In particular, small ships have a mean value that
is 9 dB smaller than large ships. Moreover, we note that for
a fixed wavelength, polarization, and incidence angle the mean
value and the standard deviation of the intensity of ships increase
moving from low to high resolution.

B. Detection Approach

The proposed simple detection approach consists of two main
stages as depicted in Fig. 4.

1) Stage-1: A pixel-by-pixel detector is implemented which
compares the intensity of the single-look SAR image
intensity with a threshold T to detect pixels where a ship
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can be potentially present. The threshold T is selected
to ensure a desired PFA. At the output of this stage, a
binary image is obtained. Depending on the threshold T,
one or more pixels occupied by the ship may exceed the
threshold.

2) Stage-2: All nearby detected pixels by the first stage
are clustered together into one detected target through a
2-D binary integrator that generalizes the standard binary
integrator to the 2-D case [30]. The 2-D binary integrator
is applied to the binary image at the output of the Stage-1
through a 2-D moving window that has the same shape,
size, and orientation of the ship, which are assumed to
be known. These assumptions will be removed in the
following. Finally, a ship is declared as detected, if K
(1 ≤ K ≤ ncell) out of ncell pixels occupied by the ship
exceed the threshold T.

C. Detection Performance and Image Quality Requirements

The detection performance in terms of PFA and PD at the
output of two-stage detector can be derived recalling the well-
known binomial expression⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
Pfaship

=
ncell∑
k=K

(
ncell

k

)
P k
fapixel

(
1− Pfapixel

)ncell−k

Pdship
=

ncell∑
k=K

(
ncell

k

)
P k
dpixel

(
1− Pdpixel

)ncell−k

(5)
where Pfaship

andPdship
represent the PFA and PD of the ship at

the output of the 2-D binary integrator, respectively, andPfapixel

and Pdpixel
represent the PFA and PD of the pixel at the output of

the pixel-by-pixel detector, respectively. For values ofPfaship
�

1, the expression of Pfaship
in (5) can be approximated as

Pfaship
≈

(
ncell

K

)
PK
fapixel

. (6)

Assuming a negative exponential distribution for the back-
ground disturbance Pfapixel

, i.e., the PFA at the output of the
first stage, and the detection threshold as function of NESZ are
given by

Pfapixel
= exp

(
− T

NESZ

)
(7)

T = −NESZ ln

[(
ncell

K

)− 1
K

P
1
K

faship

]
. (8)

For a fixed Pfaship
, ncell, and NESZ, the threshold T decreases

as K increases from 1 toncell. This means that for K= 1, a higher
threshold T is set at the first stage.

The PD at the output of the first stage (Pdpixel
) depends on the

NESZ and also on the PDF of the ship and is derived as in [31]

Pdpixel
=

∫ ∞

0

Pd|A (x)PA (x) dx (9)

where Pd|A(x) denotes the detection probability conditioned
over the amplitude random variable, A =

√
I

Pd|A (x) =

∫ ∞

T

e−|A|2NESZ−xI0

(
2A

√
xNESZ

)
dx (10)

Fig. 5. PD of the ship, Pdship
, as function of NESZ and K for a medium ship

with ncell = 106 and Pfaship
= 10−12 .

being I0(·) the modified Bessel function of the first kind and
order 0 and PA(x) denotes the amplitude PDF of the ship which
is still a lognormal distribution with βA = β/2 and VA = V/2 .

Once Pfapixel
and Pdpixel

are defined, in order to derive the
PFA and PD of the ship in (5), the optimum value of K must
be chosen. For a given ncell occupied by the ship, the optimum
value of K, Kopt, is defined as that K which maximizes the
Pdship

for a given Pfaship
and NESZ. Fig. 5 shows the Pdship

as
function of NESZ and K forPfaship

= 10−12 and a medium ship
with ncell = 106, that corresponds for example to a 40× 8 m2

ship and Acell = 3 m2. For the derivation of the Pdship
, the

β and V parameters corresponding to medium ships reported
in Table I are used. Similar results are obtained also for small
and large ships and different values of Pfaship

and ncell. We
observe that for our cases of interest, Kopt = 1. The value of
Kopt = 1 can be explained by investigating the PDF of the
intensity of the background and the PDF of the intensity of the
ships. The ship distribution is a lognormal distribution which is
part of the family of heavy tailed distribution, whose tails are not
exponentially bounded and go down slowly. For SAR systems
where the clutter component is not negligible, the disturbance
PDF is characterized by a longer tail and the optimum value of
K might be greater than one.

Kopt = 1 implies that the proposed approach simplifies
to a single stage, i.e., the first one, and the assumptions of
knowing the ship shape, size, and orientation, necessary for
the implementation of the second stage, can be removed. To
set the threshold T for a specific SAR system characterized by
given NESZ and area of the resolution cell Acell, it is sufficient
to know roughly the ship area that we are interested to detect.
Substituting in (8) K = 1 and (2), we obtain

T = −NESZ ln

(
Pfaship

Aship
Acell

)
. (11)

The maximum number of ships for a given size of the surveil-
lance area Asurveillance is approximately given as

Nmaxship ≈ Asurveillance /Aship (12)
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Fig. 6. NESZ as function of area of the resolution cell Acell for different
values of PD and for a number of false alarms per million of km2 equal to 1.
The continuous curves refer to a large ship with Aship = 300 × 20 m2, the
dashed curves refer to a medium ship with Aship = 40 × 8 m2, and the dotted
curves refer to a small ship with Aship = 21 × 6 m2.

and the following relation between the number of false alarms
Nfalse alarms and the Pfaship

can be written as

Nfalse alarms =
Asurveillance

Aship
Pfaship

(13)

where Pfaship
for K = 1 is

P K = 1
faship

=
Aship

Acell
Pfapixel

. (14)

As for PD, we can assume that the detected pixel has a very
high intensity and the contribution of the noise component in that
pixel is negligible. In this case for the computation of the Pdpixel

in (9), the cumulative distribution function of the lognormal
distribution can be used

P K = 1
dpixel

≈ 1

2
− 1

2
erf

(
lnT − β√

2V

)
(15)

being erf(·) the error function. Substituting (15) into (5) and
after some simple manipulations, the Pdship

for Kopt = 1 can
be approximated as

P K = 1
dship

≈ 1−
[
1

2
+

1

2
erf

(
lnT − β√

2V

)]Aship
Acell

. (16)

Finally, based on (7), (13), (14), and (16) and after some
simple manipulations we derive an approximated closed-form
expression of the NESZ as function of the area of the resolution
cell, the PD, and the number of false alarms

NESZ ≈−
exp

[√
2V erfinv

(
2
(
1− Pdship

) Acell
Aship − 1

)
+β

]

ln
(

Acell

Asurveillance
Nfalse alarms

)
(17)

where erfinv(·) is the inverse error function. This simplified
closed-form expression will be exploited in Section IV to design
the low-power SAR systems.

Fig. 6 shows the NESZ as function of the resolution cell
Acell for different values of Pdship

and considering a large ship

of 300 × 20 m2 (see continuous curves), a medium ship of
40 × 8 m2 (see dashed curves), and a small ship of 21 × 6 m2

(dotted curves) having fixed the number of false alarms per
million of km2 equal to 1 (i.e., Nfalse alarms

1012m2 = 1). The NESZ
in (17) is computed using the lognormal parameters β and V
of large, medium, and small ships reported in Table I which
refers to the stripmap mode (resolution Acell ≈ 9 m2). As the
statistical properties of the ship vary with the resolution and
higher values ofβ and V are expected as the resolution improves,
the values of NESZ necessary to guarantee a desired PD for
Acell < 9 m2 shown in Fig. 6 are pessimistic compared to the
effective values and this in turn will lead to a conservative system
design. We observe that for a given ship and fixed number of
false alarms, as the resolution cell improves by a factor of two,
the same PD is ensured for an NESZ almost 3 dB higher. For
example, for the detection of a medium ship in Fig. 6, with
Pdship

= 0.9 for Acell = 4 m2, a NESZ = 3.7 dB is necessary,
instead NESZ = 6.2 dB and NESZ = 8.5 dB are sufficient for
Acell = 2 m2 and Acell = 1 m2, respectively.

We also show two examples to verify the derived detec-
tion performance expressions for two ships extracted from
TerraSAR-X images, to which noise has been added artificially.
Fig. 7(a) shows a medium ship of 69 m length (image resolution 3
m × 3 m). Noise corresponding to different values of NESZ is
added to the image and the intensity is compared to the detection
threshold defined as in (11) having fixed Pfaship

= 10−10 . We
observe that the ship is detected up to values of NESZ = 11 dB,
which corresponds to a detection threshold T = 25.52 dB.
Fig. 7(b) shows the same ship as in Fig. 7(a) after adding noise
(NESZ= 11 dB), where the ship structure is not visible anymore.
Fig. 7(c) shows the theoretical PD in (16) for the considered
case study. We observe that NESZ = 11 dB corresponds to
Pdship

= 0.57. Similar results are reported for a second ship
in the Fig. 7(d), which is a small ship of 21 m length (image
resolution 1 m × 2 m). We observed that the ship is detected up
to values of NESZ = 8 dB, which corresponds to a detection
threshold T = 22.52 dB. Fig. 7(e) shows the same ship after
adding noise with NESZ = 8 dB and Fig. 7(f) shows the PD as
function of the NESZ. We observe that NESZ=8 dB corresponds
to a Pdship

= 0.15. In both cases, we observe that the critical
threshold falls on the knee of the PD vs. NESZ plot.

III. AMBIGUOUS SAR: WIDE SWATH AND HIGH AZIMUTH

RESOLUTION WITHOUT DIGITAL BEAMFORMING

The design of conventional SAR systems is driven by range
and azimuth ambiguities, which arise due to the fact that the data
are sampled at a given PRF [2]. A high PRF leads to stronger
range ambiguities and implies a reduction of the achievable
unambiguous swath. On the other hand, a low PRF leads to
higher azimuth ambiguities, i.e., Doppler frequencies higher
than the PRF are folded into the azimuth spectrum. The lower
bound of the PRF is classically determined by the nominal
Doppler bandwidth,Bd. It is clear that wide-swath coverage and
high azimuth resolution pose contradicting requirements on the
design of spaceborne SAR systems [2]. This motivated the devel-
opment of different SAR imaging modes with different tradeoffs
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Fig. 7. (a) TerraSAR-X image of a medium ship of 69 m length in stripmap mode, (b) the corresponding image after adding noise with NESZ = 11 dB, (c) the
PD of a medium ship as function of the NESZ from a system with Acell ≈ 9 m2 and for Pfatarget = 10−10, (d) TerraSAR-X image of a small ship of 21 m
length in spotlight mode, (e) the corresponding image after adding noise with NESZ = 8 dB, and (f) the PD of a small ship as function of the NESZ from a system
with Acell ≈ 1.6 m2 and for Pfatarget = 10−10 .

between the spatial coverage and the azimuth resolution, such as
ScanSAR [32] or TOPS-SAR [33] which map a wide swath but
provide a coarse resolution and spotlight mode which improves
the azimuth resolution at the cost of noncontiguous coverage
along the satellite track. In [34], it was proposed the use of a PRF
smaller than the nominal Doppler bandwidth Bd in combination
with a reduced processed Doppler bandwidth (and degraded
azimuth resolution) and then exploited for smallsat SAR in [22].

Within our system design, we exploit a conventional stripmap
mode with a PRF much smaller than the nominal Doppler
bandwidth to image a wide swath, but differently from [22]
and [34], the processed Doppler bandwidth is set equal to Bd

in order to have a high azimuth resolution. This is because the
azimuth ambiguities of the ships and the increased clutter power
(as long as it remains below the noise level) can be tolerated.
In this way, wide-swath imaging and high azimuth resolution
are simultaneously achieved. We name this concept ambiguous
SAR. For instance, the TerraSAR-X in stripmap mode can image
a swath width on ground of 30 km and has a nominal azimuth
resolution of 3 m. With the ambiguous mode and a PRF that is
three times smaller than the Doppler bandwidth, we can image a
swath width on ground of 90 km, similar to the ScanSAR/TOPS
mode (i.e., 100 km), but with an azimuth resolution of 3 m
that is five times better than that of the ScanSAR/TOPS mode
(i.e., 16 m). Fig. 8 compares the ambiguous SAR mode with the
stripmap mode and ScanSAR/TOPS mode.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the stripmap and ScanSAR/TOPS modes with the
ambiguous SAR mode.

The possibility of achieving wide swaths at the expense of
azimuth ambiguities had been already proposed by NovaSAR
and implemented as its “maritime mode” [23], [24], [35], [36].
This mode, however, is based on the ScanSAR acquisition
mode with six subswaths, is characterized by a resolution of
13.7 m × 6 m, and allows detecting medium ships with a false
alarm rate of 10–7 [36].

High resolution and wide swath can also be obtained using
digital beamforming techniques [37]–[39], which also guarantee
a low azimuth ambiguity-to-signal ratio (AASR), but at the
expense of higher costs and greater system complexity.
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Fig. 9. Ship of 260 m length and its azimuth ambiguities for an X-band system
with a PRF four times smaller than the nominal Doppler bandwidth.

A. Why Ambiguities Can Be Tolerated for This Specific
Application?

The azimuth ambiguous signals are displaced in azimuth,
since they are generated during the illumination intervals pre-
ceding and succeeding the illumination time of the main signal.
As the positions of the ambiguities are known, even if a strong
azimuth ambiguity exceeds the threshold, it will be recognized
as such and not considered as a distinct ship. We assume, in
fact, that the scenario is sparse and it is unlikely that a ship
superimposes to the ambiguities of another ship.

Moreover, the azimuth ambiguities of ships after focusing will
be smeared in azimuth and range [40]. This implies a decrease
in the peak level for the ambiguities. Therefore, after comparing
the SAR image with the threshold T, they are not expected to
exceed the threshold. Fig. 9 shows a large ship of 260 m length
and its azimuth ambiguities for an X-band SAR system with
antenna length of 2 m at an orbital altitude of 500 km that has a
resolution cellAcell ≈ 1.6 m2 (similar to that of the TerraSAR-X
images in spotlight mode) and PRF = 1686 Hz (i.e., four times
smaller than the nominal Doppler bandwidth Bd = 6744 Hz).
We note that the azimuth ambiguities are visible but nevertheless
the maximum peak value of the first ambiguities is 14 dB below
the maximum peak value of the main signal.

For small ships, for which a detection of the main signal is
critical, the ambiguities are therefore likely to be well below the
noise level.

Another aspect to account for when choosing a PRF much
smaller than the nominal Doppler bandwidth is that the clutter
will backfold as well, contributing to a significant increase of
its energy, with AASR > 1 or 0 dB. Having fixed the processed
Doppler bandwidth Bp equal to the nominal Doppler bandwidth
Bd, i.e.,Bp = Bd , the AASR will increase as the PRF decreases.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the AASR with the approximated expression of
AASR in (18) as function of M having set the processed Doppler bandwidth
equal to Bd.

The AASR as function of M = Bd

PRF for M ≥ 2 can be approx-
imately fitted by the following expression:

AASR ≈ −0.98 + 0.75M. (18)

Fig. 10 compares the AASR as function of M with the approx-
imated expression in (18) and a good agreement is observed
validating the above closed-form expression.

Always under the assumption M ≥ 2, the clutter-to-noise
ratio of the ambiguous SAR can be therefore expressed as

CNRamb = (AASR+ 1) CNR ≈ 0.75M · CNR (19)

where CNR is the clutter-to-noise ratio of the nonambiguous
SAR and the expression in (18) has been used.

As the sea clutter component is the sum of one unambiguous
and M ambiguous components and the latter components are also
“smeared,” it is likely to be characterized by a distribution with a
tail that goes down faster compared to that of the nonambiguous
SAR.

Selecting a PRF M times smaller than Bd will allow imaging
a swath that is approximately M times wider. Nevertheless, the
PRF cannot be arbitrarily small because the wider the swath
to be imaged, the greater the power to be transmitted and our
system is power limited.

Once the range of selectable PRFs is defined from the swath
width requirement, the exact PRF value will be chosen using the
timing diagram in order to avoid blind ranges, due to the fact that
the radar cannot receive while it is transmitting, and the returns
from nadir [2]. To relax even more the constrains on the selection
of the PRF, we can get rid of the nadir echo return by exploiting
the waveform-encoded SAR concept, i.e., alternating, e.g., up-
and down-chirps on transmit and remove the nadir echo within
a postprocessing step [41], [42].

B. How to Get a High Azimuth Resolution?

The received raw data are sampled in azimuth direction by a
PRF that is M times smaller than Bd and after accomplishing
the range compression and the range cell migration correction,
in order to focus the data along azimuth direction with the
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highest azimuth resolution, i.e., the one given by the antenna
length/nominal Doppler bandwidth, a zero padding of the data
along azimuth can be done by adding between each consecutive
range line M range lines of zeros before convolving it with the
azimuth filter of a system with a PRF M times higher.

For a system with a PRF much smaller than the nominal
Doppler bandwidth, azimuth ambiguities do not originate from
the sidelobes of the azimuth antenna pattern, but from its main
lobe. By processing the full nominal Doppler bandwidth as ex-
plained above, we therefore exploit through coherent integration
the energy of M orders of azimuth ambiguities to achieve high
azimuth resolution.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

Once the image requirements, i.e., NESZ, resolution, and
swath width, have been derived from the application require-
ments, we need to choose the system parameters of our SAR. In
this section, we present the specific SAR system design criteria
for a system operated in “ambiguous” mode, which differ from
those adopted in the conventional case.

Following the discussion in Section II, where we noted that
we can roughly trade 3 dB of spatial resolution with 3 dB of
NESZ, (17) can be rewritten by multiplying NESZ on the left
by Acell and dividing Acell on the right by Acell as

NESZ ·Acell≈−
exp

[√
2V erfinv

(
2
(
1−Pdship

) 1
Aship −1

)
+β

]
ln
(

Nfalse alarms

Asurveillance

)
(20)

obtaining an expression where the product of the image quality
requirements, NESZ ·Acell depends on the detection perfor-
mance and ship size.

We can then recall the well-known expression of the NESZ
of a SAR for a distributed target (the ship is considered as a dis-
tributed target, as we assume that it occupies several resolution
cells)

NESZ =
44 π3 R3

0 Br sin θivs k Ts Laz F Lsys

Pavg G2 λ3 c
(21)

where R0 is the slant range, Br is the chirp bandwidth, θi
is the incidence angle, vs is the satellite velocity, k is the
Boltzman constant, Ts is the system temperature, Laz is the
azimuth losses, F · Lsys is the loss factor that includes all other
losses (atmospheric, system, etc.) and the noise figure, Pavg is
the average transmit power, G is the Tx–Rx antenna gain, λ

is the wavelength, and c is the speed of light. For a processed
Doppler bandwidth equal to the nominal Doppler bandwidth,
Laz = 1.3 dB.

Substituting in (21), the expression of the antenna gain as a
function of the antenna size for a rectangular antenna

G =
4π

λ2
η LaWa (22)

where La is the antenna length, Wa is the antenna height, and
η is the antenna efficiency and using the definition of the swath

width in ground, Wg

Wg =
λR0

Wa cos θi
. (23)

The expression of NESZ in (21) can be written as

NESZ ·Acell

Wg
2 =

4 π R0cos
2θivs k Ts Laz F Lsys Lpattern

Pavg La λ η2

(24)
where we have further introduced a term Lpattern which takes
into account the NESZ variation between the swath center and
far range due to the antenna elevation pattern, the slant range
and incidence angle. This is because we want to guarantee the
detection of the ships with the desired performance over the
whole swath. This implies that better detection performance will
be obtained at the swath center. From (24), we can obtain the pair
of Pavg and La which guarantee the desired image requirements
on the left side of the equation.

The antenna height Wa and the maximum value of PRF
PRFmax are driven by the value of the ground swath Wg

Wa =
λR0

Wg cos θi
(25)

PRFmax =
c

2Wg sin θi
(1− 2D) (26)

where D is the duty cycle and the factor 2 considers pulse
compression.

Once we have selected the antenna length, the nominal
Doppler bandwidth of the system is defined and the value of
M is given by

M =
Bd

PRFmax
. (27)

One can notice from (24) that the chirp bandwidth does
not influence the performance. This is due to the fact that the
performance approximately depends on the product of spatial
resolution and NESZ and the chirp bandwidth is inversely
proportional to the range resolution and directly proportional
to the NESZ. A smaller chirp bandwidth allows reducing the
data rate, which might be critical for a low-cost system with
high azimuth resolution and wide swath. However, the overall
assumption for the system requires that the resolution is much
smaller than the ship size and the resolution further influences
the statistical parameters of the ship, as mentioned in Section II.
A very high resolution leads to more favorable statistics and is
therefore the key to detect very small ships.

In the following, five different examples of X-band systems
exploiting the ambiguous SAR concept are presented. Table II
collects for each of the five scenarios and systems the application
requirements, the main imaging requirements, and the main SAR
system parameters. For all the considered scenarios we select
an orbit height of 500 km, an incidence angle θi = 30°, a chirp
bandwidth Br = 300 MHz , and a duty cycle of 10%. We also
assume Laz = 1.3 dB and F · Lsys = 5 dB.

For the scenario A we are interested to detect medium ships
(40 m × 8 m) with a Pdtarget

= 0.5 and Nfalse alarms

1012 m2 = 1 over
a ground swath Wg = 90 km. To image a 90-km ground swath,
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TABLE II
SYSTEM DESIGN EXAMPLES IN X-BAND OPERATING IN AMBIGUOUS MODE

an antenna height Wa = 0.22 m is needed at X-band and the
upper bound on the PRF to receive the full echo from the swath
is PRFmax = 2665 Hz. On the basis of (20), the product of the
image quality parametersNESZ ·Acell is computed using theβ
and V parameters of medium ships in stripmap mode reported in
Table I. From (24), different pairs of Pavg and La are computed,
which satisfy the image requirements. In (24), Lpattern for
the considered scenarios is assumed equal to 6 dB. For this
scenario, we select an antenna length La = 1 m and Pavg =
46 W. From the antenna length, the nominal Doppler bandwidth
and the azimuth resolution are obtained as Bd = 13 489 Hz
and δa = 0.5 m, respectively. For this case, the PRFmax is

M = 5 times smaller than Bd. Now that the Acell = 0.5 m2 is
defined, from the product NESZ ·Acell we derive the NESZ
which is 15.3 dB. One can note that the NESZ is much greater
than –8 dB and the clutter contribution, following the discussion
in Section II, can be considered negligible with respect to the
thermal noise. From the timing diagram, the exact value of the
PRF is selected.

For the scenario B, we are interested to detect again medium
ships with the same detection performance as in scenario A but
we want to image a smaller swath, i.e., 60 km. On the basis of
(25) and (26), we need a Wa = 0.33 m to image 60 km swath in
ground and PRFmax = 4000 Hz. As before after deriving the
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product ofNESZ ·Acell , we select the pair ofPavg andLa that
ensures the desired requirements. For this scenario, we select the
same antenna length of La = 1 m and as the swath width that
we want to image is smaller we need a Pavg = 20 W. For this
scenario we have the same Acell = 0.5 m2 and NESZ = 15.3 dB
as for the scenario A. Instead the PRFmax is 3.4 times smaller
than Bd.

For the scenario C, we are interested in the detection of small
ships (21 m × 6 m) with the same detection performance as
in scenario B and same swath width in ground of 60 km. The
antenna height and the PRFmax are the same as for the scenario
B. As before, we first compute the NESZ ·Acell using the β
and V parameters of small ships obtained from spotlight data
reported in Table I. For this scenario, we select then a longer
antenna of 2.5 m and Pavg = 68 W to guarantee the desired
requirements. We note that because we want to detect a small
ship, a greater Pavg and a longer antenna is needed to have the
same detection performance and image the same swath as for
the medium ships of scenario B. For this scenario, we have an
Acell = 1.25 m2 and NESZ = 2.1 dB. Instead the PRFmax is
1.3 times smaller than Bd = 5395 Hz.

Scenario D is similar to the previous scenario but the detection
probability is set equal to 0.4, i.e., smaller compared to the
previous case. For this scenario, we use a shorter antenna of
1.8 m and Pavg = 77 W. Because of the lower PD, we have
almost the same Pavg as for the previous case but using a shorter
antenna. In this case we get Acell = 0.9 m2, an NESZ = 4.4 dB,
and a PRFmax that is 1.8 times smaller than Bd = 7494 Hz.

In the scenario E, we are interested to detect even smaller
ships of 16 m × 5 m size with the same detection performance
as in scenario D and image a smaller swath in ground of
50 km. Following the same strategy, for this case we have an
antenna height of 0.39 m and a PRFmax = 4800 Hz. Afterward
we select for this scenario the same antenna length as for D,
La = 1.8 m and Pavg = 72.2 W. Almost the same average
transmit power is needed in this case compared to the scenario
C, even though we want to detect a smaller ship. This is because
we image a swath width in ground 16% smaller. In this case, we
have an Acell = 0.9 m2, an NESZ = 2.6 dB, and a PRFmax that
is 1.4 times smaller than Bd.

These design examples show that it is possible to detect
small ships (i.e., size 21 m × 6 m or even 16 m × 5 m) with
small antenna length in the order of 1–2.5 m by transmitting an
average transmit power lower than 80 W, i.e., at least one order
of magnitude smaller than conventional SAR systems such as
TerraSAR-X or even microsatellite SAR, such as ICEYE’s ones,
if one also considers that for our design examples the swath is
wider [5].

It is important to remember that the required PD (see mini-
mum probability of detection in Table II) is guaranteed at the
near and far range of the swath. Because of the 6 dB variation
of NESZ between the swath center and far range, we ensure for
all the case studies a PD at medium swath greater than 0.95 (see
maximum probability of detection in Table II).

In addition, the maximum PD and the minimum PD refer to
the given ship size for each considered scenario. This means that
ships of greater dimensions will be detected with a better PD for
the same number of false alarms.

The proposed concept could exploit an additional polarization
(dual-pol) to improve the detection performance [43]–[50]. The
improved performance, however, comes at the expense of an
increased complexity and cost. In particular, the data volume
to be downlinked, already intrinsically huge due to the high
resolution and the wide-imaged swath, would increase by a
factor of two.

A further issue is, even for single-pol systems, the selection
of the optimal polarization on both transmit and receive that
maximizes the detection performance. This could be derived
from existing data and depends on the wavelength and the
incidence angle.

V. CONCLUSION

An application-driven approach for the design of a low-cost
SAR that can be implemented on small satellites and dedicated
to the ship monitoring application has been presented.

The proposed approach relies on two key insights. The first
is the use of a small antenna that can fit in a small satellite
and transmits a very low power. For this reason, we derived
an original, approximated closed-form expression that relates
the NESZ and resolution to the desired detection performance
based on ship statistics extracted from TerraSAR-X data. The
second insight is the use of an ambiguous SAR mode with
a PRF lower than the nominal Doppler bandwidth, ensuring
simultaneously wide-swath SAR imaging and high azimuth
resolution and tolerating azimuth ambiguities.

From the examples in this article, it has become clear that
using the ambiguous mode, it is possible to detect small ships
by imaging a wide swath in the order of 60 km and transmitting
an average power lower than 80 W with a small antenna of
1–2.5 m length.

These very-low-power SAR systems can be very effective in
detecting illegal (noncooperating) fishing vessels. In order to
distinguish them from cooperating ships, the satellite should be
equipped with an automatic identification system (AIS) [24].
From the combination of SAR and AIS data, it is possible to
identify the illegal vessels and handle this information to the
authorities.

The ambiguous SAR mode could be in principle adapted to
existing, planned, and future SAR systems to have an additional
mode for efficient ship detection over ultra-wide swaths. Com-
pared to the design of a smallsat, the latter systems can benefit
a much higher average transmit power, while high azimuth
resolution and wide swath can be obtained in systems with larger
antennas using tapering [51].
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